Introduction
The tropospheric budget of methyl bromide (CH3Br) is currently the focus of research because of the importance of this compound as a source of stratospheric bromine [Kurylo & Rodriguez, 1999] . CH3Br has an active and complex biogeochemical cycle and has been used widely as an agricultural fumigant. Current estimates suggest that the oceans constitute a net sink for CH3Br of 11-21 Gg/yr [King et al., 2000] . This net flux reflects a balance between the oceanic uptake of atmospheric CH3Br, and the intemal production and consumption of CH3Br in the oceans. Laboratory production of CH3Br by marine phytoplankton [Saemundsdottir & Matrai, 1998 , Scarratt & Moore, 1998 ] and other algae [Manley & Dastoor, 1987 Six of the 27 filtered samples had significantly greater loss rate constants than predicted from chemical processes alone. Four of these were collected in waters where biological loss rate constants were unusually high, suggesting that the filtration process did not entirely remove enzymatic activity from these samples. The most extreme case was the Oct. 16 sample collected near Kodiak Island (152øW, 58øN) 
